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Love & Hip Hop: New York (Series 4)

12 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Everybody Plays The Fool

The hit series that started it all returns. Yandy struggles to deal with the loss of her man while Rich
and Erica put a line in the sand. Hot new rapper Nya moves to define her stardom as Joe and
Tahiry await life changing news. And Peter's new artist has a shocking reveal.

2. Stray Bullet

Peter races to stop a misfire by his side piece. New cast members Erica Jean and Saigon
reconnect for a second chance at love, while Erica Mena and Nya plan a three way. Yandy and
Rich arrange their new label as Tahiry redefines her relationship with Joe.

3. Lez B Honest

Erica Mena doubles down on her new lifestyle while blowing up her arrangement with Nya. Peter's
affair is exposed when Tara finally confronts Amina, while Joe and Tahiry's relationship takes a
hairy turn. Yandy's label gets messy.

4. Picture This

Saigon and Erica Jean find out the real father of their child. Erica Mena unleashes her new
girlfriend on her ex-boyfriend Rich, while Tahiry comes to a painful conclusion about Joe. Tara
tries to cut Peter out of her life.

5. Off The Record

Rich and Yandy decide Amina's fate as Yandy struggles to manage her career and fight for her
man. Saigon and Erica Jean stand-off over their son Lil B. Cyn and Nya arrange a reunion while
Peter finally takes a stand.

6. Wife Swap
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Rich makes a proposal to Peter as K Michelle takes control of her tour. Tahiry's sister reconnects
bringing tragic news, while an exhausted Yandy confronts her business partner. Erica realizes
signing her contract might have been a huge mistake.

7. Messy All Over The World

Erica Mena and Cyn find love in Panama while Peter delivers an ultimatum to Rich. Tahiry rejects
Lexie's plan to help their dad and Yandy receives an important message from Mendeecees in
prison. Tara confronts Peter about his rings of deception.

8. Girls With Gunz

A chance meeting between Tahiry and Joe threatens to rekindle their relationship. Buried
emotions get the best of Erica Mena and Rich. New talent teaches Yandy a tough lesson, while
K.Michelle leads Tara into a confrontation with Peter and Amina.

9. Love Is A Battlefield

Joe and Tahiry's destiny continues to intertwine. K Michelle pushes Peter to reconcile with Amina
as Tara takes steps to move on. Saigon makes a brash move and Erica Mena's love triangle
explodes.

10. Red Alert

Tahiry and Rashidah clash while Erica Mena and a new rival fight for territory. Joe decides to
stake his claim as Tara and K. Michelle take the plunge on a double date. Rich finally admits his
love.

11. Put A Ring On It

Joe proposes to Tahiry in Times Square as Rich confronts Cyn and Erica Mena at her book
premiere. Saigon and Erica Jean get a blessing while Peter and Amina have a kid crisis. Yandy
stays strong while Tara calls it quits.

12. All Good Things...

Worlds collide at Erica Mena's performance as Rich reveals the final truth to Cyn. Nick Cannon
convinces Peter to seal the deal while Yandy and Mendecees plot their future. Tahiry and
Rashidah meet for their final battle.


